A linear spatio-temporal model of the light-to-bipolar cell system and its response characteristics to moving bars.
A linear spatio-temporal model for the visual pathway from receptor to bipolar cell is presented. This model is based on histological and electrophysiological data obtained from previously published work. The model incorporates the salient linear spatio-temporal dynamic characteristics of the light-to-bipolar cell system, and aims at furthering our understanding of the integrated spatio-temporal response characteristics of this system. This model is used to examine the way spatial and temporal dynamic characteristics combine to form the response of a single bipolar and of a combination of two bipolars to a moving bar stimulus. A unimodal "speed sensitivity curve" is identified that can be used to postulate speed detection schemes based on simple thresholding operations. The dependence of this speed sensitivity curve on specific temporal and spatial parameters of the receptive field is studied, giving rise to some simple speed discrimination schemata.